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Children & learning at the heart of our
CARE-ing community

6th July 2021
Dear Parents/Carers,
RE: Drop Oﬀ and Pick Up in September
(NOTHING changes until September: even with move up weeks; as we maintain our bubbles)
I am sending this letter to you with a little apprehension as, at the time of writing, things still remain a little uncertain with the
Government’s road map. However, I can appreciate uncertainty for you at this time is also causing anxieties.
Although the impact of Covid has been negative in so many ways, there are some positives to be taken, such as being able
to have whole school assemblies. We have also found that having staggered starts and finishes and meeting our children on
the playground has also enabled us to have much more smooth and eﬃcient starts to the school day. With this in mind we
will be continuing this in September, but with slightly diﬀerent timings. We will maintain a one way system to enable a flow
of drop oﬀ rather than causing bottle necks at our narrow entrances as people try to get in and out. The visitors’ car
park will be closed from 3:05pm - 3:25pm to enable a safer exit for all.
SEPTEMBER 2021 TIMINGS
Class

Drop oﬀ

Pick up

Location

Nursery

9:00

12:00

Enter through parent waiting area into the Nursery garden

Reception

8:50 - 9:00

3:15

Enter: Field gate at St Margaret’s Road
Line up: Centre third of the netball court - starting behind the yellow
line (opposite where the Reception doors open)

Year 1

8:50 - 9:00

3:15

Enter: Top gate at St Margaret’s Road leading to parent waiting area
Line up: Parallel to the parent waiting area (closest to the fence)

Year 2

8:40 - 8:50

3:15

Enter: Top gate at St Margaret’s Road leading to parent waiting area
Line up: Parallel to the parent waiting area (closest to the fence)

Year 3

8:40 - 8:50

3:25

Enter: Field gate at St Margaret’s Road
Line up: Netball court behind the yellow line (opposite Nursery)

Year 4

8:40 - 8:50

3:25

Enter: Front of school without lining up, walk straight in
For pick up only, line up: Front of school

Year 5

8:40 - 8:50

3:25

Enter: Field gate at St Margaret’s Road
Line up: Netball court (next to Year 6, visitors’ carpark end)

Year 6

8:40 - 8:50

3:25

Enter: Field gate at St Margaret’s Road
Line up: Netball court (near the hedge by the visitors’ carpark)

In the final week of this school year, children will be walked through the new arrangements so that they may be able to help
you get them to the right place at the right time in September. (Hopefully by then we will have put some markings on the
playground to help too).
FINAL 2 WEEKS OF TERM
Nothing has changed - we appreciate that many of you have childcare arrangements and routines that are embedded, so
we are changing nothing. Your child’s new class teacher will be at your usual drop oﬀ and pick up points and times. There
is only 1 exception “Old Yr4HV/NewYr5SF” - rather than entering through the front of the school, you will walk along the front
of the school and then enter the Yr5/6 building.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Sarah Levy

